California Community Colleges Guided Pathways

Designed to provide all California community colleges with the opportunity to implement Guided Pathways, this reform effort is supported by $1.50 million in one-time funds and is designed to increase student completion and close achievement gaps.

AACC Pathways Project

This multi-year demonstration project is intended to help colleges design and implement Guided Pathways at scale. Three California community colleges are participating.

California Guided Pathway Demonstration Project

Inspired by the AACC Pathways Project, the California Guided Pathways Project is an institute-based model that seeks to demonstrate promising and fully scaled Guided Pathways practices. This effort is supported through the Foundation for California Community Colleges.

Early Guided Pathways Adopters

Several California Community Colleges have moved forward independently to design and implement Guided Pathways.

For additional information, visit http://cccgp.cccco.edu or email COGuidedPathways@cccco.edu.